DirectoryDev

Status/RoadMap

wishlist:

- Tighter integration with Category system (or, at the very least, a rationale for two different systems!)
- Possibility to change parent category (as mose did for categories)
- Ability to choose what appears in the description of each link.
  - What does that mean? Maybe already done? Chealer9
- Admin-designated sort order for categories not just links.
- Easier access to editing links
  - What does that mean? Maybe already done? Chealer9
- Ability to import Mozilla bookmarks

Trackers

Bugs

- Directory : Not yet approved links are counted

RFEs

- Directory - the text "(0)" is misleading
- Directory: allow relative links
- Directory: Report Dead Link Button (priority 5)
- Directory : Links suggestions include name and messager
- directory: admin option reply to submitter/ delete
- Directories: Don't use URLs (and more) 3 mixed RFEs for Directory

Competition and standards

CVS Doc section

Discussion/participation

- DirectoryDevThumbnails - seeding an idea